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What are cultural dimensions

 Each culture is unique we can't grasp whole culture (its 
history, values, customs, beliefs, …) quickly

 However we work with cultural dimensions – scales, which 
enable us fast and easy orientation in different cultural 
environments:

 when we don't have enough time for allover accommodation 
 good before we start knowing the culture more in depth 



 Dutch social psychologist Geert Hofstede

 Most widely used model (but also very criticized) 

 In 60's and 70's personal researcher of the IBM Gert Hofstede 
conducted a survey study among IBM employees

 117 000 subjects

 50 countries

 Culture = country

 originally 4 cultural factors, later extended into 5 (most often used), 
now 6

Hofstede's cultural dimensions



 Power distance index (power) - the extent to which the less powerful members 
of organizations and institutions accept and expect that power is distributed 
unequally

  

 Individualism vs. collectivism (self) - degree to which people in a society are 
integrated into groups (identity - “me” vs. “we”) 

 Uncertainty avoidance (predictability) - a society's tolerance for ambiguity 
(structure vs. improvisation seeking cultures)

Hofstede's cultural dimensions



 Masculinity vs. femininity (gender) - a preference in society for achievement, 
heroism, assertiveness and material rewards for success (masculinity) vs. a preference 
for cooperation, modesty, caring for the weak and quality of life (femininity) (correlate 
with women's role in society)

  

 Long-term vs. short-term orientation (time) -  extent to which the group invests 
for the future, is persevering, and is patient in waiting for results

 (sometimes also indulgence vs. restraint) - relatively free gratification of basic 
and natural human desires related to enjoying life and having fun vs. controling 
gratification of needs and regulates it by means of strict social norms

Hofstede's cultural dimensions



Sources:
http://www.geerthofstede.nl/(scores for all 
countries and all dimensions are available 
here)
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/



What are cultural dimensions



 Richard Lewis

 200 000 subjects

 68 nationalities

The Lewis Model



 Each culture can be placed on scale between these “model 
cultures”:

 Linear-Actives are task-oriented, highly-organized planners, who complete action 
chains by doing one thing at ta time, preferably in accordance with a linear agenda.

 Multi-Actives are emotional, loquacious and impulsive people who attach great 
importance to family, feelings, relationships, people in general. They like to do many 
things at the same time and are poor followers of agendas.

 Reactives are good listeners, who rarely initiate action or discussion, preferring first to 
listen to and establish the other’s position, then react to it and form their own opinion.

The Lewis Model



The Lewis Model



The Lewis Model



 Anthropologist Edward T. Hall 

 One of the first attempts to conceptualize cultural dimensions

 Factors, which diferentiate 3 dimensions (factors):
 Context (to date most widely used) 
 Time
 Space

  

Hall's cultural factors



 Context

 Cultures can be either:

 High-context - many contextual elements that help people to understand the rules. As 
a result, much is taken for granted.

 usually relational and collectivist, and which most highlight interpersonal relationships

 Low-context - very little is taken for granted. Whilst this means that more explanation is 
needed

 communication must be more explicit, direct, and elaborate because individuals are not 
expected to have knowledge of each other's histories or background

Hall's cultural factors



 Time

 Cultures can be either:

 Monochronic - careful planning and scheduling, doing one thing at a time

 often low-context

 Polychronic - human interaction is valued over time and material things, leading to 
a lesser concern for 'getting things done'

 often high-context

Hall's cultural factors



 Space

 Cultures can be either:

 High territorial - greater concern for ownership

 often low-context

 Low territorial -  less ownership of space and boundaries are less important

 often high-context

Hall's cultural factors



 Cultural models can be useful, when we are expected to live or work 
in multicultural environment

 It can help us with the basic orientation in communication or value 
orientation it can help to avoid cultural misunderstandings, 
reflect the differences and set the communication standards

 These (and other) cultural models are used in cultural training 

 How to use them: in each model find your own culture and your 
culture of interest (e.g. Czech Rep., if you are here for Erasmus) – see 
aspects which are similar (build on them) and which are different (be 
aware of them)

How to use cultural models
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Cross-cultural training 
and education



Why is it good for 
 Cultural education is used to rise tolerance towards different ways of life, 

helps in development of multicultural citizenship

 In business cultural training prepares expatriates for entering foreign 
environment and to deal with culture shock effectively, so that work can 
be effective from start and the the amount of stress minimal

 Also rises cultural awareness, which might help communication and 
acceptance in multicultural environments 



Two types of cultural training 

 Culturally specific
 „Dos“ and „Don'ts“ of a particular culture

 Good to have a native as a culture expert

 + doesn't reduce cultural specifics

 - not transferable to other experiences

 General
 Training of cultural competencies like cult. 

Awareness or sensitivity

 Good to have a training expert who know 
exercises 

 +allows bigger groups (of people preparing 
for different experience)

 - does not provide deep insight into 
particular cultures



Exercises
 All requirements must be specified (flipchart, spreadsheets, etc.)

 Objectives must be set (so the facilitator will know, if it is focused on 
communication, behaviour, etc.)

 Also must be specified preferred group size and time requirements (for 
each part separately)

 It is good to try to administer exercises with experienced facilitator 
before starting to work on your own



Exercises
 Introduction: make it short. Share 1 or 2 ideas 

 Activity: the fan part for participants, but requires facilitators full attention 
to run properly

 Debriefing (most important part!): sharing and integration of participant's 
experience, at least 40% of all the activity time, active listening

 Conclusion: point out two or three take-home messages



Example of an 
exercise

(from Stringer, D. M., & Cassiday, P. A. 
(2009). 52 activities for improving cross-

cultural communication. Nicholas Brealey)
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